ISSUANCE AND REISSUANCE OF U.S. NOTES DEC. 1-31, 1944
(Folder 1 of 3)
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Jane Rosenfelder Benjamin of 652 West 163rd Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Sophie Reiter Rosenfelder, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Buttenwiesen, Bavaria, Germany, on February 8, 1874. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. H. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

This letter is undated.

KEEP IT ON TOP
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Lipman Klin of 408 Saratoga Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, in behalf of his wife, Mariem Klin, and children, Israel and Louise Klin, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The applicant's wife was born in Poland in 1907 and the children were born in Brussels, Belgium, June 26, 1931 and October 12, 1933, respectively. The aliens now reside at 39 Rue du Lavoir, Brussels, Belgium.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Leopold Frey Bornstein of 512 West 36th Street, Wilmington, Delaware in behalf of his wife, Gitla Gusta Bornstein; and daughter, Alexandra Pauline Bornstein; has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born in Poland on May 27, 1909 and December 24, 1936, respectively, and now reside at Krakow, Wola Duchacka, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle,
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

In accordance with the proposal of your board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by S/Sgt. Paul Klepa, Army Service Forces Training Center, Headquarters Company, Camp Plauche, New Orleans 12, Louisiana, in behalf of Anton and Califin Horowitz Kleinberger, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner, and they were born in Budapest, Hungary; the father on August 9, 1880, and the mother on August 7, 1886. Their last known address was VII. Karoly Korut, 1, Budapest, Hungary.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By: J. B. Shoemaker,
Assistant Commissioner
December 31, 1944

Honorable J. V. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Leon Kessel, Jackson, Mississippi, in behalf of Hertz and Belle Kuchersky, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Zaslava, Lithuania in 1884, and the mother was born in Vilna, Lithuania in 1889. Their last known address was Zunas, Lithuania, Kobuse Aiksty No. 13, Bat. 8.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savorotti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

[Stamp: Victory]
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Pvt. Harry Lloyd Hoffman of Co. K, 3rd Infantry, Fort Benning, Georgia, in behalf of Leo and Margarete Wreschner Hoffman, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Tuchl, Germany, on January 25, 1877, and the mother was born in Rackwitz, Germany, on September 26, 1889. Their last known address was Berlin W. 15, Daisburgerstr. 1, Germany, later deported to unknown destination.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Paul Gombrich of 5200 15th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, in behalf of Otto and Hilda Gombrich, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Vienna, Austria, on March 13, 1878, and the mother was born in Vienna, Austria, on May 1, 1887. Their last known address was Vienna II, Grosse Mohren gasse 18, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Hilde Hartstein Anders of 230 Riverside Drive, New York 25, N. Y., in behalf of Hermann and Wally Borchardt Hartstein, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Dramburg, Pommern, Germany, on September 27, 1875, and the mother was born in Berlin, Germany, on August 12, 1888. Their last known address was 58 Konstanzerstr. Berlin, Germany, 1942.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Edith R. Pinkus, 17-1 Park Lane South, Kew Gardens, Long Island, N.Y., in behalf of Gertrud Bernstein Sachs, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Chemnitz, Germany on October 7, 1886. Her last known address was Camp Bergen Belzen Kreis Celle, Ausstauschlag, Barracks 30, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigrant visa, submitted by Mr. Fred Bernard Oppenheimer, 752 W. 178th Street, New York 31, N. Y., in behalf of Elise Lehmann Oppenheimer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Leinheim, Germany on October 15, 1882. Her last known address was Hotel Bougainville, Paris, France in 1942. Probably deported.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savorretti, Acting Commissioner

By

J. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. M. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Capt. Herbert Landau, Det. GI BC, Co. B, 2nd RCA, Regt., RG 111, APO 653, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Julian Landau, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Breslau, Germany on April 25, 1864. His last known address was 15 Keith Strasse, Berlin W., 62, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. F. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington D.C.

December 30, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Lilly Fey Weil, 802 W. 190th Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Louise Michel Fey, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Kromnach, Germany on September 24, 1873. Her last known address was Barracke 10, Camp Masseube, Department Gers, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

S. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. U. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refuge relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by M. John Deutsch, 131 W. 85th Street, New York 24, N. Y., in behalf of Jenny Freund Deutsch was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Falenciendorf, Czecho-Slovakia on August 15, 1870. Her last known address was Terezin, Czecho-Slovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peile
Executive Director, War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Peile:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Charles Blumenthal, 226 Randolph St., Passaic, New Jersey, in behalf of Julius Isaac Blumenthal; was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State to either with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Hessen, Germany on March 8, 1863. His last known address was 18 Goethe Strasse, Dusseldorf, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Sevoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

H. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gertrude Rosenfeld, 93 Milford Avenue, Newark, N. J., in behalf of Theodore and Flora Scharff Weil, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Lichtenau, Germany on August 13, 1872, and the mother was born in Lichtenau, Germany on October 4, 1884. The last known address was 30 Spichern St., Cologne, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

F. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Bert Alexander of 1022 East 54th Street, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Leopold Alexander, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Adelheim, Germany, on December 15, 1868. His last known address was Wuppertal, Unterdornerstr. 118, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Max Untermayer Raymer, 240 E. 30th St., New York 3, N. Y., in behalf of Pauline Untermayer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Ichenhausen, Bavaria, Germany on July 27, 1864. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was c/o Schueb, House 276, Heigerloch, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Julius Simon, 4022 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia 4, Pa., in behalf of Isaak and Johanna Joseph Simon, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Lonzorf, Germany on August 17, 1871, and the mother was born in Allendorf, Hessen, Germany on August 30, 1882. Their last known address was Zuider Amstel 48, Amsterdam, Holland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Pfc., Kurt Rosenthal, Battery C-665 F.A., Camp Buckner, Alabama, in behalf of Rosa Vorheisheimer Rosenthal, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Shaeuen, Germany on November 1, 1880. Her last known address was 20 Marktstrasse, Coburg, Bavaria, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington, D.C.

December 30, 1944

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Sybille Bella Miller-Cahn, 118-37 Metropolitan Avenue, Kew Gardens, Long Island, L. I., in behalf of Rosa Goldstein Mueller, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Grevenbroich, Niederrhein, Germany on August 8, 1866. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
honorable J. V. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

December 30, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Leo Hochberger, 450 W 162nd Street, Apt. 454, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Anna Hochberger, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Stuttgart, Wurtt., Germany on August 28, 1855. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was 116 Herweg, Stuttgart, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner.
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

December 30, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Richard Max Grundmann of 400 Hooker Street, Denver, Colorado, in behalf of Erich and Dora Mosheim Grundmann, was forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Vlotho a/m, Germany, on April 20, 1881, and the mother was born in Landau, Waldech, Germany, on November 17, 1889. Their last known address was Gartenstrasse 27, Warsaw, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 30, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Katherine Brock Russ, 106 Ft. Washington Avenue, New York 28, N. Y., in behalf of Emma Loewenberg Brock, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Strassburg, West Prussia, Germany on February 6, 1874. Her last known address was c/o Levy, Holsteinische Strasse 12, Berlin-Silmersdorf, Germany.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
I. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA 2

December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Walter Karl Lipton, 112 Lansdowne Court, Lansdowne, Pa., in behalf of Alfred and Milda Sulzbach Lipstein, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Koenigsberg, Germany on June 3, 1876, and the mother was born in Frankfurt/Main, Germany on November 4, 1886. Their last known address was Frankfurt/Main, Kettenhofweg 181, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

B. R. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. C. Peake
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peake:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Fr. Michael Sinko, 32190159, Co. G, 326 31st Division, APO 299, Camp Mackall, North Carolina, in behalf of Anna Maria Sinko was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the wife of the petitioner, and she was born in Hale Zeluzice Pichaclave, Czechoslovakia, on June 5, 1910. Her last known address was Hale Zeluzice, 2, 161 Pichaclave, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savaretti, Acting Commissioner

By:

T. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. M. Peake
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peake:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring
in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you
are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration
visa submitted by Dr. Judith H. Silberpfennig Kestenberg,
114 West 36th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Sarah
and Szaja Silberpfennig was approved and forwarded today
to the Department of State together with a copy of this
letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner;
the mother was born in Radom, Poland in 1886, and her last
known address was c/o Lola Horowitz, Stanislawow, Krywa 4,
Poland. The father was born in Tarnow, Poland in 1886, and
his last known address was c/o Golda Mosel, Tarnow, Krakowska
24, Poland.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. H. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fehl
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehl:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Rosa Seidler, 180 W. 81st Street, New York, N. Y., on behalf of Mathilde Reznaveig Schwartz, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Vienna, Austria on December 3, 1871. Her last known address was c/o Poppenscheller, Seegasse 6, Vienna IX, Austria (1941).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Hoemker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. C. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Ernst Pulgram, 5 Walnut Avenue, Cambridge, Mass., in behalf of Sigmund and Gisela Bauer Pulgram, was approved and forwarded to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Wetzelinsauft, Austria on June 14, 1877, and the mother was born in Vienna, Austria on April 13, 1839. Their last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia, April 1944.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

C. L. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner.
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. M. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Sigmund Meyer, 111-14 76th Avenue, Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y., in behalf of Julie Meyer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Grossheim, Ecken, Germany on May 22, 1867. Her last known address was Frankfurt/Main, 40 Beethovenstr. Deported to Poland in 1942.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. M. Peble
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peble:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in relative relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Kent Nelson; 3657 Broadway, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Josef and Johanna Loebl, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Vienna, Austria on July 5, 1876, and the mother was born in Solacky, C. S. R., on November 20, 1886. Their last known address was Untere Donaustr. 39, Vienna II, Austria in 1940.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

[Signature] Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA 2

December 29, 1944

Honorable J. A. Peake
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

Sir:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Fred Lam of 979 West Ridge Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Bernard and Irma Zeller, Lichtenstein, was approved and forwarded to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Stechelberghe (Austria) on October 10, 1874, and the mother was born in Austria, Vienna, on March 17, 1836. Their last known address was Ross Gasse 24, Vienna, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. M. Stearns, Assistant Commissioner

PREVII-TRY BUY UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Richard Max Leeds, 158 W. 72nd Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Paula Klein Levi, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Memberg, Bavaria, Germany on September 11, 1875. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

J. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peake
Executive Director
Her Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peake:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refuge relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Lily Farago Popper, 208 E. 18th St., New York, N. Y., in behalf of Catherine Strasser Honig, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Koszta, Somogy, Hungary on January 10, 1877. Her last known address was 4 Klotild utca, Budapest, Hungary.

Mrs. Popper also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of her stepfather, Albert Honig, born in Nagycs, Baranya, Hungary on January 4, 1864. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, her request in behalf of her stepfather may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Else Hirschfeld Blum, 236 Doncaster Road, Kenmore, N. Y., in behalf of Herman Hirschfeld, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Schoenkeck, Prussia, Germany on September 2, 1871. His last known address was Bergstrasse 8, Hannover, Germany, authentically reported to be deported to the east of Europe.

Mrs. Blum also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of her stepmother, Selma Hirschfeld, born in Bassum, Hannover, Germany on September 27, 1890. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, her request in behalf of her stepmother may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Max Guldman, 527 Gilpin Street, Denver, Colo., in behalf of Heinrich Guldman was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Harburg, Bavaria, Germany on February 6, 1871. His last known address was Loepfinger, Loepfinger St., Stuttgart, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Sgt. Herbert Danzig, c/o Rubal, 41 Bennett Avenue, New York 33, N. Y., in behalf of Simon and Elena Zeitmann Danzig, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Selten, Germany on July 11, 1873, and the mother was born in Dielkirchen, Germany on June 8, 1881. Their last known address was Theresienstadt, C. S. R., 1943. In 1941 it was Brusselsestr., Cologne, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

Joseph Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 29, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peile
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peile:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Kurt Badrian, 28-16 Cortlandt Street, Brooklyn 24, N. Y., in behalf of Hermann Badrian, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Sussatz, Upper Silesia, Germany on October 30, 1865. His last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoratti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 28, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peple
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. Peple:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Betty Simon Cohn, 3490 Ford Street, Detroit, Michigan, in behalf of Jonas Simon, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Dusseldorf, Rheinland, Germany on June 6, 1862. His last known address was Jewish Old Folks Home on Bilkerstrasse, Dusseldorf. Probably deported.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 28, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Resi Brandes of 3933 Clarendon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Julie Salm, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Liebenau, Germany, on October 12, 1886. Her last known address was Annatherestr 7, St. Toenis, near Krefeld, Germany (sent to Theresienstadt).

Mrs. Resi Brandes also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of her step-father, Max Salm; born in Neuss, Germany, on July 6, 1867. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, her request in behalf of her step-father may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 28, 1944

Honorable J. A. Pohle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pohle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Hilde Kahn Berger, 211 Sherman Ave., New York 34, N. Y., in behalf of Miss Kahn, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Dromersheim/Bingen, Germany on July 26, 1889. Her last known address was Flasik by Lublin (Ghetto) Deutsche Pont Osten.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

J. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorables J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Herman Spier of 5759 North Camac Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in behalf of his son, Alexander Ludwig Spier, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The applicant's son was born in Germany on November 12, 1926, and his present address is said to be 56 Dintel Street, South Amsterdam, Holland, or Camp Westerbork, Holland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 28, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pohle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington D.C.

My dear Mr. Pohle:

In accordance with your Board's proposal to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Gerald Jonas, 3942 Ledgewood Drive, Cincinnati 29, Ohio, in behalf of Alfred Jonas, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Berken, Westfalen, Germany on December 10, 1870. His last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was 45 Aachenerstr., M.-Gladbach, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Snoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA 2

December 28, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

By dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Kenneth Gruen, 312 Arguello Blvd., San Francisco, California, in behalf of Auguste Kierski Gruenbaum, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Bromberg, Germany on August 26, 1874. Her last known address was 5 Haendelstraat, Amsterdam, Holland. Possibly deported.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 28, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Frank E. Frederick, 1521 Lake Street, San Francisco, California, in behalf of Margarete Breit Cohn, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Breslau, Germany on September 30, 1889. Her last known address was Clausewitz Str. 8, Gartenhaus, Berlin, Charlottenburg 4. Probably deported.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Martha Boley Weinberg, 647 W. 172nd Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Albert and Klara Boley, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State to either with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Offenbach, Germany on November 23, 1878, and the mother was born in Sugenheim, Germany on June 7, 1883, their last known address was Domstrasse 79, Offenbach, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

By

J. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. J. Pehle
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

December 28, 1944

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Ilse Buxbaum Mayer, 400 Lincoln Drive, Brooklyn, N.Y., in behalf of Israel and Josephine Kallheim Buxbaum, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Allendorf, Germany on June 5, 1877, and the mother was born in Westerburg, Germany on March 21, 1884. Their last known address was Lohra near Marburg, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. J. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA

December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington D.C.

Dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Sgt. Werner Hess, 1219 E. 36th Street, Kansas City 3, Missouri, in behalf of Marie Hess, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Heins, Hess, Germany on December 10, 1879. Her last known address was 14 Friedrichstr., Wiebaden, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

December 27, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Eva Honigmann Epstein, 509 W. 121st Street, New York 27, N. Y., in behalf of Franz and Keeshe Weigert Honigmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner, and the were born in Breslau, Germany: the father on December 29, 1869, and the mother on November 12, 1880. Their last known address was Viktoriastrasse 84, Breslau, Germany. (1942).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner.
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Eva Liebert Neufeld of 601 West 180th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Jenny Liebert, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Pr. Friedland, Germany, on November 25, 1882. Her last known address was Romberg Strasse 20, Berlin No. Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Anna Maria Mandler Akelsey of 542 Hayes Street, West Lafayette, Indiana, in behalf of Anna Mandler; was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Brno Moravia, Czechoslovakia, on November 8, 1869. Her last known address was Vienna I. Marc Aurelestrasse 8, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Schoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

By dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relative of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Selma Herbst, 3637 N. 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa., in behalf of Abraham and Ida Frankfurter Reinhelser, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Habitzheim, Germany on November 17, 1874, and the mother was born in Habsheim, Germany on July 26, 1876. Their last known address was Habitzheim, Starkenburg, Krotengasse, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Ida Schuschny Weiss of 133 Seaman Avenue, New York 34, N. Y., in behalf of Paul and Malvine Schuschny, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Gr. Meseritsch, Czechoslovakia, on November 23, 1861, and the mother was born in Nikolsburg, Czechoslovakia, on February 6, 1884. Their last known address was IX, Liechtensteinstrasse 11, Vienna, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board.
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Karl P. Hahn, 34 West 94th Street, New York 25, N. Y., in behalf of Emma Brandl Hahn, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Vienna, Austria on July 9, 1874. Her last known address was Springsiedel 21A, Vienna, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. M. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

By dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Margreth Dreifuss, 311 West 97th St., New York, N. Y., in behalf of Dr. Albert Dreifuss, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Stuttgart, Germany on December 28, 1877. His last known address was 217 Rothenbम. ausee, Hamburg, Germany (1939). In prison in 1939-1943, then deported.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gertrude Polachek of 1105 East 52nd Street, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Ida Fischer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on August 3, 1863. Her last known address was Vienna I, Belinggasse 15, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Lothar Goldstein, 419 W. Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., in behalf of Eugenie Goldstein, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Halle, Westphalia, Germany on August 28, 1866. Her last known address was Dahlmannstrasse 32, Berlin, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

honorable J. W. Peile
Executive Director
Fair Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

by dear Mr. Peile:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Ingeborg Grosser, 2 Poplar Place, Boston, Mass., in behalf of Frederic and Clara Grosser, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Zestava, Rumania on January 10, 1889, and the mother was born in Vienna, Austria on October 12, 1892. Their last known address was 3 Place Porte de la Buisset, Voiron, Isere, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Alice Diamant Price of 3352 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio, in behalf of Joseph and Hulda Diamant, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Neupest, Hungary, on January 13, 1876, and the mother was born in Nitra, Czechoslovakia, on May 8, 1884. Their last known address was Svati Vadalavska 7, Nitra, Slovakia (January 1941).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Cecilie Price, 6705 East End Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Max and Ida Freuss, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Tilsit, Germany on September 16, 1868, and the mother was born in Insterburg, Germany on November 16, 1876. Their last known address was Berlin-Schoeneberg. (Probably deported.)

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Sevoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

J. W. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Susanna Nussbaum Osborne of 250 Cabrini Boulevard, New York 33, N. Y., in behalf of Otto and Edith Korner Nussbaum, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Vienna, Austria, on September 19, 1881, and the mother was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on April 25, 1892. Their last known address was Esslinggasse 13, Vienna 1, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle,
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Alfred Mayer, 2014 N. Howe Street, Chicago, 14, Illinois, in behalf of Siegmund and Minna Mayer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner: the father was born in Oberwesel, Germany on December 3, 1871, and the mother was born in Butzbach, Germany on March 2, 1881. Their last known address was Gasse 30, Frankfurt a/Main, Germany. (July 1942).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. N. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

By dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Stephen S. Lehman, 674 West 161st St., New York, N. Y., in behalf of Karoline Freund Lehmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Kleinwaltstadt, Germany on May 13, 1878. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. H. Schoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Margarete Kohlmann Salomon, 1625 Palisade Avenue, Union City, New Jersey, in behalf of Paula and Ludwig Kohlmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Kirchheim a/Zeck, Rheinpfalz, Germany on October 19, 1877, and the mother was born in Grosskarbach, Rheinland, Germany on September 27, 1889. The father's last known address was Camp de Mille, Marseille, France and the mother's was Bomard Hotel, Marseille, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

Z. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Ernest Kaufmann of 85-22 Grand Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island, New York, in behalf of David and Antonie Pohl Kaufmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Stolberg, Germany, on January 22, 1874, and the mother was born in Hamm, Germany, on June 21, 1873. Their last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia, Bahnhofstr., 8.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By [Signature]
T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Paul Hertz, 1907 30th Avenue, San Francisco, California, in behalf of Helene Stiel Hertz, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Eschweiler, Germany on November 20, 1864. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was 38 Neusser Str., Crefeld, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Else Reinheimer of 100 Bennett Avenue, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Emma Gottlieb Hasas, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, she was born in Ebernburg, Germany, on July 3, 1886. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia deported from Neu Isenbug, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Elfriede Goldschmidt Mannheimer of 136B West 168th Street, Bronx, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Bernhardine Goldschmidt, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Eisenach, Germany, on May 13, 1889. Her last known address was Nelemstr., Frankfurt a/main, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Gerhard Benjamin, 150 W. 82nd Street, Apt. 13, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Charlotte Weinberg Benjamin, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Berlin, Germany on October 3, 1884. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

L. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Ruth Mosheim of Oak Lane Manor, Melrose Park, Pennsylvania, in behalf of Edmund and Hedwig Gompertz Mosheim, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Korbach, Germany, on November 5, 1883, and the mother was born in Rheinberg, Germany, on February 2, 1889. Their last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shemarker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Frieda Hanel', 430 West 118th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of David and Rachel Hanel', was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; they were born in Sniatyn, Poland, the father in July 1875, and the mother in September 1885. Their last known address was Sniatyn, 200 Rynek, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Sovereti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director, War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Eric Oppenheimer, 546 W. 162nd Street, New York 32, N. Y., in behalf of Sophie Stein Oppenheimer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Mingolsheim/Baden, Germany on October 2, 1876. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D. C.

December 22, 1944

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Tacouhie Nigoghosian Ayvazian, 2534 S. Columbia Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma, in behalf of Hamayik N. and sevrik K. Nigoghosian, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Adabazar, Turkey on May 5, 1866, and the mother was born in Bardizak, Turkey on July 4, 1882. Their last known address was 115 Rue Faubourg du Temple, Paris (10), Seine, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By /s/ Shoemaker

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gertrude Juris Nagel, 3111 Brighton 1st Place, Brooklyn, N. Y., in behalf of Anna Pollach Juris, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Vienna, Austria on July 4, 1899. Her last known address was 22 Hanseatenstr., Lodz, (Littmannstadt); formerly 11 Springergasse, Vienna.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Otto H. Jelinek, 4118 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Wilhelm and Ida Jelinek, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Bohemia, Austria on December 13, 1870, and the mother was born in Austria on March 16, 1882. Their last known address was Piatrzkowska 94, Kielce, near Radom, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Frieda Israel Strauss of 589 Academy Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Lina Kaufmann Israel, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Ostersay, Germany, on November 8, 1878. Her last known address was Friestofferstr. 92, Bad Godesberg, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Margot Heineberg, 808 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Margarete Kaufmann Heineberg, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Aachen, Germany on September 6, 1888. Her last known address was 18 Yorkstrasse, Dusseldorf, Germany in 1941. Probably deported to Minsk, near Warsaw, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By [Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
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December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gerda Hecht Schuyler, 733 W. 183rd Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Arthur (Denny) and Lucie (Tana) Hecht, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Kassel, Germany on May 6, 1882, and the mother was born in Frankfurt a/M, Germany on June 16, 1888. Their last known address was Deutsch Horst Krychow, Kreis Chelm, Post Hansk, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savaretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Kurt Anthony Gruber of 425 East 86th Street, New York, in behalf of Leo Gruber, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Vienna, Austria, on April 20, 1880. His last known address was Theresienstadt.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. B. Shoemaker

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Alfred Friedberg of 20 Magaw Place, New York 33, N.Y., in behalf of Moses Friedberg, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Ruppertshofen, Rhineland, Germany, on January 19, 1873. His last known address was 17 Weyerstrasse, Cologne, Rhineland, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Arnold Egon Brown, 2801 12th Avenue, Los Angeles 16, California, in behalf of Gisela Olga Breuner, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Vienna, Austria on July 1, 1878. Her last known address was Hauptstrasse 32, Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Sawrretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Herman (Stegmann)

Stegman
V/P&PXU

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Herman Stegman of 2201 Haviland Avenue, Bronx, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Jakob and Rifka Hirschhaut Stegmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Borysław, Poland, on January 21, 1878, and the mother was born in Borysław, Poland, on March 5, 1876. Their last known address was Adamsbergergasse 2, Vienna 1, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Jack Tanenblatt of 699 East 91 Street, New York, New York, in behalf of Helena and Renata Tanenblatt, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the wife and daughter of the petitioner. The wife was born in Warsaw, Poland, on December 19, 1899, and the daughter was born in Warsaw, Poland, on January 15, 1927. Their last address was Warsaw, Poland, Ogrodowa 28/111.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehele
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehele:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Eric Wallach, 835 W. 170th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Marcus and Helene Wallach, was approved and forwarded today to the department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Lohn-Bickendorf, Germany on November 2, 1877, and the mother was born in Berndorf, Germany on December 30, 1878. Their last known address was Litzmannstadt Getto Roberta 35, Lodz, Poland.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Henry Wasserman of 6611 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Martha Nathanson Wasserman, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Stagardt, Pomerania, Germany, on June 14, 1878. Her last known address was Bamberg, Franz Ludwig str 26th, Germany, (March 1942).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

honorable W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Elsie Gertheim Heilbronn, 3127 W. Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., in behalf of Selma Jacob Gertheim, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Dinslaken, Germany on March 7, 1877. Her last known address was Hessel, Rhein, Kurse, Seelinenstrasse 28, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Ann L. Wilmersdoerfer Jacobius, 1630 St. Nicholas Avenue, New York 33, N. Y., in behalf of Flora Schmidt Wilmersdoerfer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Giebelstadt, Unterfranken, Germany on July 3, 1885. Her last known address was c/o Mme. Walgraef, 61 Rue Vondal, Brussels, Belgium (1942).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. J. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 27, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Ruth Wongtschowski Frank, 136 W. 168th Street, New York 52, N.Y., in behalf of Adolf and Blanca Pniower Wongtschowski, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Kreuzburg, Schlesien, Germany on September 19, 1868, and the mother was born in Loslaw, Schlesien, Germany on April 26, 1876. The mother's last known address was Therezienstadt, Czechoslovakia, previously it was Koepenickerstr. 68, Berlin, Germany. The father's address is unknown. He was previously at Koepenickerstr. 68, Berlin, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Henriette Batzner of 5416 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Julius and Rina Wurzmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Fuerth Bav. Germany, on March 4, 1865, and the mother was born in Wuerzburg, Germany, on November 1, 1879. Their last known address was Camp Theresienstadt, Bohemia.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

December 21, 1944

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Henry H. Zentner, 488 Summer Avenue, Newark 4, N.J., in behalf of Clara Haas Zentner, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Krasso and Secrou Moravia, Czechoslovakia. Her last known address was Home for the Aged, Onesenerstrasse, Lodz, Poland.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Samoretti, Acting Commissioner

By:

Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. V. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Bernard Rochelle, 6334 W. Artesian Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois, in behalf of Sigmund and Margareta Landsber, or Rochelch, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Hohensalza, Poland on December 22, 1872, and the mother was born in Berlin, Prussia, Germany on October 12, 1886. Their last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia, Camp EVII. (December 1943).

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
C. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Fernand H. Rosenthal of 97 Fort Washington Avenue, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Kathie Marie Kaiser Rosenthal, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the wife of the petitioner, and she was born in Berlin, Germany, on November 25, 1910. Her last known address was 72 Motz Strasse, Berlin W 30.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

my dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Salomon Katz, 1131 West Farms Road, Bronx, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Amalie Malchon Plaut Katz, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Guthagen, Germany on April 7, 1870. Her last known address was 15 Mainstrasse Frankfurt/Main, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

Auguste Klein
V/P&PW

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Auguste Hilb Klein, 2 Arden Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Jette Dubbe Hilb, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Koenigsbach, Baden, Germany on January 19, 1869. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Fridel Grafenberg Halstead of 3754 Georgetown, Houston-5, Texas, in behalf of Olga Helft Grafenberg, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Bleicherode/Hroz, Sachsen, Germany, on January 9, 1867. Her last known address was 135 Longchamp Avenue, Brussels, Belgium.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 23, 1944

Katarzyna Szymanska Baran
V/P&PXU

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

Reference is made to the desire of Mrs. Katarzyna Baran, 136 East 2nd Street, New York 9, New York, to bring to the United States, her husband, Senko Baran, who when last heard from was residing at Podosnow, Pocza Mikolaj Kolo Gaju, Pw. Bobrka, Malopolska, as well as her daughter, Maria, residing with him, who is apparently a citizen of the United States.

The records of this office show that on November 29, 1941 an approved petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Katarzyna Szymanska Baran in behalf of her husband, Senko Baran was forwarded to the Department of State for transmission to the appropriate American Consulate in Poland.

Mrs. Baran's letter of November 30, 1944 does not indicate that her husband has been in the United States subsequent to the approval of the previous petition given on February 4, 1941. Therefore, the authorization appears to be outstanding and has not been requested to file another petition.

A copy of the letter of this office to Mrs. Baran is attached. A copy of this letter is being forwarded to the Department of State.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Mrs. Katherine Baran
158 East 2nd Street
New York 9, New York

My dear Mrs. Baran:

Reference is made to your letter of November 30, 1944 regarding your desire to bring to the United States, your husband, Sanko Baran and your daughter, Maria, born in Poland.

A petition for issuance of immigration visa executed by you in behalf of your husband and daughter was approved for the husband and forward to the Department of State on November 29, 1944 for transmission to the appropriate American Consulate in Poland. The reason approval was not given in behalf of your daughter was that she was apparently a citizen of the United States at birth by virtue of your citizenship, and you were advised to communicate with the American consul regarding the issuance of a United States passport to her.

As you indicate in your letter that your husband has not entered the United States since the approval given to your petition on February 4, 1944, the authorization appears to be outstanding and it will not be necessary for you to file a new visa petition.

A copy of this letter has been forwarded to the War Refugee Board at Washington, D. C., for its information. If you desire further information regarding the procedure to be followed by you in bringing your husband and daughter to the United States, it is suggested you write to the Department of State, Washington, D.C.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

Enclosure
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Lore Fischel Furst of 520 Cornelia Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Samuel and Johanna Fischel, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Tilsit, E. Prussia, Germany, on October 8, 1878, and the mother was born in Sondershausen, Germany, on October 13, 1887. Their last known address was Lodz, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Bernard Schonthal of 315 West 103 Street, New York 25, New York, in behalf of his wife, Stella; and his three daughters, Hanna, Felicia, Ada and Lila, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born as follows: wife, Stella, born at Wieliczka, Poland, on August 16, 1900, daughters born at Cracow, Poland, on September 10, 1923, March 9, 1931, and April 13, 1935, respectively, and now reside at Wolbrom, Lec priceless, c/o Wawrzena Kryski, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Alexander Sugar of 2551 No. Delaware, Indianapolis, Indiana, in behalf of his wife, Gertrude Berta Sugar, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The applicant's wife was born at Koenigsberg, Pr., Germany, on January 10, 1896, and now resides at 2 Ferencz Jozsef Rakpart, Budapest, Hungary.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Abram Wilgior Grinfeld, c/o Mrs. Brodsky, 223 Prince Street, Newark, New Jersey, in behalf of his wife, Rachael Grinfeld, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The applicant's wife was born at Uniejow, Poland, in July 1881, and now resides at Uniejow Kreis Kolo, Bogumila 2, Poland.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Max Offen, of 294 Pennsylvania Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, in behalf of Meressa Offen (Maurer), was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Mielec, Poland, in 1875. Her last known address was Mielec, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gussie R. Smith of 1434 Knox Court, Denver, Colorado, in behalf of Freida Rabinowicz, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Radzywn Podlaski, Poland, approximately in 1884. Her last known address was Ul. Burnavno 8, Radzywn, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorably J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Henry Pfeffer of 775 South 18th Street, Newark, N. J., in behalf of Ignatz Isaac Pfeffer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Tarnow, Austria, on March 16, 1857. His last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peake
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peake:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Pvt. Maier Oettinger of 4528 North 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in behalf of Raphael and Sanchen Oettinger, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the mother was born in Heidenstein, b/Sinsheim, Baden, Germany, on July 2, 1877, and the father was born in Ichenhausen, b/Ginzburg, Baiern, Germany, in 1872. Their last known address was Ichenhausen, b/Ginzburg, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Nelly Opitz, 2629 Sedgwick Avenue, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Emma Haus Gottschalk, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Gun Oderheim, Germany on May 24, 1876. Her last known address was 718 Protectorate Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. R. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visas submitted by Dr. Walter Friedlander, 22 Post Avenue, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Jeannette Zirkich, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Sichenan, Germany on July 28, 1877. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia, (1942). Previously it was Attila Gusseltz St. 24, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoratti, Acting Commissioner

By

J. S. Shewmaker

By

J. S. Shewmaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 22, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Erica Samuel Cohen, 195 Bennett Ave., New York 38, N. Y., in behalf of Max and Rosa Heldmann Samuel, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Aßfelden-Wildeck, Germany on January 10, 1882, and the mother was born in Ochsheim-unterfranken, Germany on March 28, 1892. Their last known address was Roenstr. 18, Arnstadt, Thuringen, Germany, (1941).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

W. A. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
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honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War-Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.
Honorable J. W. Pehler  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehler:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Gunther Samuel of 652 West 160th Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Siegfried and Kunigunde Samuel, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Neumittelwalde, Germany, on August 16, 1883, and the mother was born in Breslau, Germany, on November 4, 1884; Their last known address was Humboldtstrasse 13, Leipzig 01, Germany.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T.B. Shoemaker

T.B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Cpl. Ernest Shenk, 32093560, Hq. Btry., 243 AAA, S. L. En., Seattle, Washington, in behalf of Resi Dames Schenk, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Vienna, Austria on July 20, 1884. Her last known address was Hollandstrasse 14/54, Vienna II, Germany.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

\[Signature\]

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Dettta Simon Jacobs of 926 Amelle Street, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Erich Emanuel Simon, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Berlin, Germany, on June 29, 1978. His last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Paule
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

by dear Mr. Paule:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Olga Singer Roth, 6238 S. Park Ave., Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Morris Singer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Szamihalyfalu, Hungary in May, 1888. His last known address was Szamihalyfalu, Hungary.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gerda Haymann Odenheimer, 87 Hamilton Place, New York, New York, in behalf of Max and Ida Gruener Haymann was approved and forwarded to the Department of State on November 28, 1944. A copy of this letter is being forwarded today together with copies of the financial evidence.

The beneficiaries are the father and mother of the petitioner and they were born at Amberg, and Tirschenreuth, Germany, on November 7, 1885, and August 25, 1894, respectively. Their last known address was 23 Goethestrasse, Munich, Bavaria, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. F. Fehl
Executive Director
Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Fehl:

In accordance with the request of your board to bring in
refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States,
you are informed that the application for verification of last
entry submitted by hat of 139 Jericho Street, New York, New
York, in behalf of his wife, Ida, and daughters, Rose, Ruth,
and Gertrude Amor, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the
Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The applicant's wife was born in Poland in 1879 and her
children were born in Vienna, Austria in 1923, 1926 and May 1935,
respectively. The aliens are residing at Flossgasse 9, Vienna 2,
Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Cazoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. H. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Frederick Salz of Chevy Chase Club, Chevy Chase, Maryland, in behalf of his wife, Alice Salz, and his daughter, Anna Salz, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born as follows: wife, Alice, born at Klatovy, CSR, on February 3, 1901; and daughter, Anna, born at Prague, CSR, on May 7, 1931, and their last known address was Prague, Dlouha tr. 9, CSR.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Kielman Karlinski of 1095 Hartimer Street, Brooklyn, New York, in behalf of his wife, Chaja Karlinski, and his son, Ichak Karlinski, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born as follows: wife, Chaja, born Kolno, Poland, in 1899, son, Ichak, born at Raygrod, Poland, on February 9, 1929, and they now reside at Ul Cimentarna, Kolna, Poland.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shopmaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Robert H. Bayer, 906 E. 56th Street, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Margarete Behrens, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Berlin, Germany on November 9, 1878. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was Schlueterstr. 54, Berlin, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

[Address Reply to Special Assistant to Attorney General in Charge of Immigration and Naturalization, and refer to file number V-316317]
Honorale J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

Reference is made to the desire of Mr. Kurt Biermann of 1254 Fifth Avenue, San Francisco, 22, California, to bring to the United States, his sister, Mrs. Grete Brickner, age thirty-one, born in Vienna and a citizen of Yugoslavia through her marriage to an army officer of that country, who when last heard from was residing at Zagreb, Yugoslavia, Ljubljanska, Ulica 27, but who may have been deported to Poland together with her mother, Mary Biermann.

The records of this office show that on November 15, 1944 an approved petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Biermann in behalf of his mother, Mary Biermann was forwarded to the Department of State for transmission to the appropriate American consulate abroad. Mr. Biermann has been advised that he is not entitled to file a visa petition in behalf of his sister.

A copy of the letter of this office to Mr. Biermann is attached. A copy of this letter is being furnished the Department of State.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

Enclosure
December 21, 1944

Mr. Kurt Biermann
1254 Fifth Avenue
San Francisco, California (22)

My dear Mr. Biermann:

Reference is made to your letter of November 14, 1944, regarding your desire to bring to the United States, your sister, Mrs. Grete Bruckner, born in Vienna and a citizen of Yugoslavia.

The petition for issuance of immigration visa which you executed in behalf of your mother was approved by this Service and forwarded to the Department of State on November 15, 1944. Since there is no provision in the immigration laws for exemption from or preference within the quota to be accorded to the sister of a citizen of the United States by reason of that relationship, it appears that it will be necessary for your sister to file an application for a non-preference visa under the appropriate quota.

The Department of State and the War Refugee Board are being advised of your desire to locate your sister.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

Reference is made to the visa petition executed by Mrs. Herta Braun Hessing, 8 Stonewall Road, Berkeley 6, California, in behalf of her mother, Sophie Braun, presently residing at Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

The records of this office show that on March 26, 1941, a petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Herta Braun Hessing, in behalf of Sophie Braun, was approved and forwarded to the Department of State on April 11, 1941, for transmission to the American Consul nearest the place of residence of her mother, which was then given as 16 Drei Koenigstrasse Freiburg, Baden, Germany. Mrs. Sophie Braun was born in Eisenach, Thuringia, Germany, on September 15, 1879.

The visa petition recently submitted by Mrs. Herta Braun Hessing does not show that her mother has been in the United States subsequent to the approval of the previous petition given on March 26, 1941. Therefore, the authorization appears to be outstanding and action on the new petition is regarded as unnecessary.

A copy of the letter addressed to Mrs. Hessing is attached.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

Enclosure

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Selma Dreifuss Pappas, 131 W. 80th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Clara Schloss Dreifus, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Landenbach, Wurtemberg, Germany on June 27, 1868. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

I. C. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA

December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pohle,
Executive Director
War refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pohle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Arthur Ermann; 600 West 169th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Nathan and Delfine Lion Ermann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Bergweiler, Germany on September 8, 1874, and the mother was born in Soetern, Germany on April 6, 1876. Their last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
S. S. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Fohle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fohle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Bertha Loewenthal Loewenthal, 2060 Grand Concourse, Bronx, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Pauline Fleischmann Loewenthal, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Burgkundstadt, Wurzburg, Germany on October 20, 1876. Her last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia. Previously it was Konradstrasse 3, Wurzburg, Bavaria, Germany. (1941).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. M. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA 2

December 21, 1944
Honorable J. W. Pehle:
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Greta Lobl Schreyer of 29 West 64th Street, New York 23, N.Y., in behalf of Szigmond and Irene Lobl, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Holic, Czechoslovakia, on February 28, 1869, and the mother was born in Drnowitz, Czechoslovakia, on September 18, 1883. Their last known address was 4 Golsdorfgasse, Vienna I, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Fred (Siegfried) Kahn, 23 W. 65th Street, New York 23, N. Y., in behalf of Joseph Kahn, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Coenen, Rhein, Germany on October 17, 1866. His last known address was 19 Zuckerbergrasse, Trier, Germany. (1941).

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugees relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Benno Silbermann of 736 West 181st Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Siegfried and Getta Bamberger Silbermann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Waldorf, Germany, on March 1, 1880, and the mother was born in Waldorf, Germany, on July 20, 1876. Their last known address was Lothringerstrasse 34/35, Berlin N 54, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Joseph Schacht of 55 Sickles Street, New York 34, N.Y., in behalf of Chaim Abraham and Esther Malka Lind Schacht; was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Kulikow, Poland, on July 23, 1873, and the mother was born in Kulikow, Poland, on March 7, 1875. Their last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Lisel Grossman of 217 East 60th Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Hermann and Helene Fried Salzer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Neusatz, Hungary, on December 11, 1868, and the mother was born in Istanbul, Turkey, on April 17, 1872. Their last known address was Neusatz 4/4 Vienna II Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Jeanne Margot Ruthenburg of 150 Anderson Place, Buffalo, New York, in behalf of Martha Fritzler Ruthenburg; was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Aachen, Germany, on December 19, 1872. Her last known address was 87 Horst Wesselstr (Jued, Altersheim) Aachen, Germany, (since then deported to Theresienstadt, Bohemia).

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Fehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Fehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Arthur Reis, 283 Audubon Ave., New York, N. Y., in behalf of Abraham (Adolf) Reis, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Haeselchafstadt, Germany on March 17, 1882. His last known address was Frankfurt/Main, Eisennach, Germany.

Mr. Reis also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of his sister, Erna Reis, born in Ruckershausen, Germany on February 2, 1912. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, his request in behalf of his sister may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Mary Hitzie Greenbaum
V/313884

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugees Board
Washington 25, D.C.

By Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Mary Hitzie Greenbaum, 1591 Fulton Ave., Bronx, New York, in behalf of Jisidor Pollak, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia on December 12, 1870. His last known address was Zerzin, Czechoslovakia.

Mrs. Greenbaum also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of her stepmother, Manny Kurtz Pollak, born in Geilingen, Baden, Germany on March 15, 1890. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, her request in behalf of her stepmother may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

I. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. V. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Josephine Pollack, 2917 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Rosa Pollack, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Guttentag, Germany on April 24, 1873 or 74. Her last known address was Karlstr. 2, Oppeln, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By /s/ T. C. Shoemaker

T. C. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director, War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Leopold Oster, 1335 Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, N. Y., in behalf of Theodor and Betty Metzger Oster, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Wurzburg, Bavaria, Germany on November 18, 1882, and the mother was born in Weisenau, H. Hessen, Germany on February 13, 1887. Their last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Fritz Oppenheimer of 1381 St. James Place, Brooklyn, New York, in behalf of Sofie Stein Oppenheimer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Mingelsheim, Baden, Germany, on October 3, 1876. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

[Signature]

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 21, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Eric Goldsmith of 549 West 163rd Street, New York, N.Y., in behalf of Flora Goldschmidt Goldsmith, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner; she was born in Trebur, Germany, on July 3, 1869. Her last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Gustav Schlesinger, 835 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Moriz and Charlotte Schlesinger, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Radosovce, Czechoslovakia on December 20, 1869, and the mother was born in Czaco, Poland on December 23, 1869. Their last known address was Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. A. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Paul Berneck of 66 West 96 Street, New York, New York, in behalf of his wife, Wilhelmina Berneck; and his daughter, Anita, Lucy, Dolly, Beatrice Berneck, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born at Vienna, Austria, on June 27, 1904, and September 28, 1932, respectively, and now reside at Paris 1er, 23 Rue Moliere, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
PHILADELPHIA 2

December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of legally resident aliens of the United States, you are informed that the application for verification of last entry submitted by Joseph Neumann of 623 Hamilton Road, South Orange, New Jersey, in behalf of his wife, Helena; his son, Ludwig; and his two daughters, Elizabeth and Hermena, has been endorsed and is being forwarded to the Department of State with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries were born at Sol, Czechoslovakia, on January 20, 1899, May 29, 1928, September 20, 1930 and December 17, 1931, respectively, and their last known address was Krakau Postbach No. 211, Poland.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Peble
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peble:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Julius Rosenthal, 47 Sickles Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Hilda Lublin and Josef Rosenthal, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the wife and son of the petitioner: the wife was born in Viernheim, Germany on January 10, 1904, and the son was born in Mannheim, Germany on December 25, 1936. Their last known address was Viernheim 26 Lorscherstr., Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Rudolph Jachman, 626 Thomas Avenue, Forest Park, Illinois, in behalf of Elisabeth Jachman, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Allenstein, Germany on February 17, 1882. Her last known address was Warsaw, Prosta 10/8, Poland, (June 1942).

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Rudolf Freudenfels, 92 Pinehurst Ave., New York, N. Y., in behalf of Leopold Freudenfels, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the father of the petitioner, and he was born in Lovosice n/Lab, Czechoslovakia on May 2, 1868. His last known address was Terezin, Czechoslovakia.

Mr. Freudenfels also petitioned for an immigration visa in behalf of his stepmother, Hedwig Freudenfels, born in Auscha, Czechoslovakia on September 25, 1881. However, as a petition may not be executed for a person in this degree of relationship, his request in behalf of his stepmother may not be approved.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

December 20, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Hugo Valfer of 701 West 178th Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Max and Fanny Valfer, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Diersburg, Germany, on April 12, 1880. His last known address was Camp Les Milles, France. The mother was born in Kippenheim, Germany, on December 24, 1886. Her last known address was Hotel Levante, Marseilles, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Leni Steinberg Fromm of 1081 Beacon Street, Brookline, Massachusetts, in behalf of Cecilia (Cilly) Stern Steinberg, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Frankfort, Germany of August 21, 1879. Her last known address was 3 Hermesweg, Frankfort, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

December 20, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Joseph Spodek of 58 Norfolk Street, New York 2, N. Y., in behalf of Genenda Kleiner Spodek, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner; she was born in Joselew, Poland, in 1878. Her last known address was in 1941: Zbory Wokio Jezierska, Dist. Tarnopol, Poland (Podroly St. Ozerne, Zborovsky, Tarnopolskaya, Poland).

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By
T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle  
Executive Director  
War Refugee Board  
Washington 25, D. C.

December 20, 1944

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Sue Schifra Wallerstein Nohe of 303 West 106th Street, New York 25, N. Y., in behalf of Tauba Wallerstein Schwarzstein, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Rosadow-on-San, Poland, on March 18, 1881. Her last known address was Floesgasse 10-15 Vienna, Austria; now probably deported.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Peble
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Peble:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mr. Ernest Krautkopf of 720 West 172nd Street, New York 32, N. Y., in behalf of Sigmund and Johanna Krautkopf, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Hessloch, Rheinhessen, Germany, in 1873, and the mother was born in Wallertheim, Rheinhessen, Germany, on April 15, 1877. Their last known address was Hessloch, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Gertrud Kohn Lercher, 251 W. 103rd Street, New York, N. Y., in behalf of Rosa Rachel Kohn, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Pommeren, Germany on January 1, 1876. Her last known address was Vienna XX, Steudinger Gasse 9/20, Austria.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director.
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Pfc. Hans Kent-34052840 of Co. E. 2nd Rd. Camp Hutchie, Maryland, in behalf of Heinrich and Marie Kieblatt, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Seligenstadt, Hessen, Germany, on April 1, 1877, and the mother was born in Frankfurt, Main, Germany, on August 2, 1885. Their last known address was Feldweg #8, Frankfurt, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Ruth Kleenberg Kolb of 161 Kelton Street, Allston, Massachusetts, in behalf of Hermann and Frieda Weisensklee Kleenberg, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiaries are the parents of the petitioner; the father was born in Hofzen/Weser, Germany, on May 7, 1873, and the mother was born in Wrexen, Waldeek, Germany, on July 19, 1872. Their last known address was Ober St. 9, Hanover, Germany.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington, D.C.

by your letter:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Mrs. Rita Kisch Weill, 44-10 Ketcham St., Lynhurst, Long Island, N.Y., in behalf of Rosalie Kisch, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Niederohmer, Oberhessen, Germany on August 6, 1871. Her last known address was 56 Dintel St., Amsterdam, Holland. (Believed to be in Bergen-Belsen or Theresienstadt.)

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By /s/ T. E. Shoemaker

T. E. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner
December 20, 1944

Honorable J. W. Pehle
Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Washington 25, D.C.

My dear Mr. Pehle:

In accordance with the proposal of your Board to bring in refugee relatives of citizens of the United States, you are informed that the petition for issuance of immigration visa submitted by Miss Lotte Dora Gutmann of 5212 South Cornell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, in behalf of Martha Gutmann, was approved and forwarded today to the Department of State, together with a copy of this letter.

The beneficiary is the mother of the petitioner, and she was born in Leipzig, Germany, on January 2, 1878. Her last known address was Hospital Renaudot, Louvain, Dept. Vienne, France.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Savoretti, Acting Commissioner

By

T. B. Shoemaker, Assistant Commissioner